
OFF: Ants

venue: The Polish Theater, Small Stage, ul. Świdnicka 28
date: March 21, 2022, 18:00, 21:00
tickets: 1 PLN

for audience 16+

Based on the play “Ants” by Maria Pawlikowska-Jasnorzewska

Script and directed by: Ada Tabisz, music: Dominik Skwarek and Johannes Niehaus,
lyrics: Dominik Skwarek, set design and costumes: Magdalena Gładysiewicz and
Mateusz Zilbert, mock-ups and puppets: Mateusz Zilbert, lights: Grzegorz
Kołodziej, production: Katarzyna Górska

Cast: Julia Borkowska, Magdalena Gładysiewicz, Katarzyna Górska, Marcelina
Kieres, Dominik Skwarek, Piotr Starczak, Mateusz Zilbert

Producer: Grażyna Górka

In the anthill, the power is held by experienced and cynical Worker Ants. Activities they
undertake are carried out for the good of the anthill and for the species survival. First, they
raise future Princess Ants and Drones, whose only task will be to breed new Ants, which will
then be “fed” to become the next generations of Workers, Caregivers, Builders, Soldiers
and… more Princesses and Drones.

Their counterparts in the human world are mothers and grandmothers. They represent
wisdom and experience that young people do not have access to. Based on their own
experiences and a sense of duty inherited from their mothers, they are devoid of illusions
and sentiments. Their role is a mission that must be accepted with humility.

Ant young mothers, former princesses, are imprisoned in dungeons to not scare the next
generations. Men/drones are parasites. After fulfilling their duty, they are expelled from the
anthill, just like men, who are excluded from raising their offspring because “during this
period they are only a stumbling block”.

In this exaggerated and somewhat simplified way, Maria Pawlikowska-Jasnorzewska
presents a stereotypical image of the family and a disturbing vision of a limiting totalitarian
system. Under the pretext of ensuring prosperity for the whole society, an individual is
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deprived of the right to self-determination.

The welfare of an unborn child exceeds that of the mother. The actual image of motherhood
is hidden in the “dungeons of an unknown prison”. The wings of the young Ant-Princesses
become a symbol of dreams, youth, beauty and self-realisation, that is, everything that they
have to renounce becoming mothers. Motherhood ceases to be an act of love and a
conscious choice and turns into a compulsion and a way of controlling the individual.
My choice or yours?
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Ada Tabisz – reżyserka
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Johannes Niehaus – Myrmekofil / kompozytor
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Julia Borkowska – Illi
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Katarzyna Górska – Mirmi
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Magdalena Gładysiewicz – Xax
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Marcelina Kieres – Xanto
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Dominik Skwarek – Sydis
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Piotr Starczak – Xaura
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Mateusz Zilbert – Fiolis

Spółdzielnia odRzeczy
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